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Message: FS cases that receive Post TANF payments are considered categorically
eligible. To indicate this, workers code the Cat El field on FCAS as C.
Most FS cases are categorically eligible due to having income under 185% FPL and
receiving the DHS 3400 (Resource Guide for Low-Income Families). FSMIS is
programmed to test countable income against that 185% standard, which some Post
TANF families exceed. Because of this, staff have been unable to get the computer to
accept the C coding on these cases. Very few cases are affected by this issue.
We have requested computer support for the future. In the meantime, we are asking
staff to code the income on Post TANF cases that exceed 185% as $1 under that limit.
For example, a family of 3 with calculated income of $2,900 should be coded on
FSMIS with income of $2,713 ($1 below the $2,714 cat el limit for their filing group
size). This applies only to those cases currently eligible for Post TANF who have
income over the 185% FPL limit. This will result in the minimum FS benefit of $10 for
benefit groups of 1 or 2 persons and $0 calculated benefit, but an open FS case, for
larger groups.
The TRACS narrative should include the actual income calculation and the following
statement:
Categorically eligible due to Post TANF. Income exceeds the 185% standard, so is
being coded as $1 under on FSMIS due to a system issue.

This information is being shared with both QC and the targeted reviewers. No payment
error is created by this coding and no errors will be cited in the targeted reviews, as
long as the worker action is properly narrated and the appropriate income type codes
are used (including OTH for the Post-TANF payment).
If you have any questions about this information, contact:
Contact(s): FS Program Analysts
Sandy Ambrose (503) 945-6092
Sandy.ambrose@state.or.us
Eliza Devlin (503) 947-5105
Eliza.y.devlin@state.or.us
Anne Hilgers (503) 945-6105
Anne.m.hilgers@state.or.us
Sarah Lambert (503) 945-6220
Sarah.d.lambert@state.or.us
Dawn Myers (503) 945-7018
dawn.myers@state.or.us
Rosanne Richard (503) 945-5826
Rosanne.richard@state.or.us
Phone:
E-mail: Policy, FS

Fax: (503) 373-7032

